We report a simple optical setup to produce both axial and lateral structured illumination through a single objective lens. With a minimum of six full-field images obtained without moving either the sample or the microscope objective, 100 nm diameter fluorescent beads can be localized axially with an accuracy of 50 nm in a 1.76-m-thick layer. We show that this axial localization improvement can easily be combined with classical lateral structured illumination, so that lateral resolution enhancement by a factor of 2 is maintained.
For nearly two decades there have been increasing efforts to improve the lateral resolution of optical microscopes and to obtain axial information either by using instruments with optical sectioning capablility or by implementing setups that allow axial localization. In most instruments (with the notable exception of the confocal microscope) these two objectives have been disconnected mainly because the optical setups were not designed to simultaneously obtain lateral and axial informations from the samples. The problem of improving lateral resolution has been solved by different approaches, either by developing scanning-based instruments [1, 2] , instruments that mimic scanning by selective imaging of individual objects [3] [4] [5] , or by using structured illumination (SI) [6] . On the other hand, obtaining axial information requires either optical sectioning capabilities [1, 7, 8] or the ability to localize individual objects. In this last approach we can distinguish setups in which standing waves are used to code the axial dimension [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] and setups that are based on point spread function shape measurement [14, 15] . Gustafsson's [6] SI approach to improve lateral resolution has many practical advantages compared to alternative methods: It is full field, relatively easy to implement in a commercial microscope, and does not require tedious adjustments. Moreover it makes use of a single objective in epifluorescence configuration so thick samples can be investigated. The main drawback of standard SI is its inherent limitation to lateral resolution enhancement. On the other hand, axial localization by standing wave pattern generation is based on the same principle: interference of various coherent waves produce an illumination pattern that encodes positions inside the sample. It seems straightforward to combine these two approaches in a single illumination setup. In this Letter, we propose a simple optical setup to produce both axial and lateral structure illumination through a single objective lens. We show that this setup can easily be implemented in a commercial microscope and used to localize with a 50 nm precision the axial position of 100 nm diameter fluorescent beads while maintaining lateral resolution enhancement of a factor of 2.
An easy way to produce SI both axially and laterally through a single objective is to use interfering beams arriving with different incidence angles on the sample. The simplest setup makes use of three diffraction orders (the zeroth one and two complementary orders), which interfere in the focal plane of the objective to generate a 3D structuration of the electromagnetic field. The main components of our setup are sketched in Fig. 1 . The use of three diffraction orders through a single objective has, however, some important drawbacks: First, the angle between the plane waves inside the sample is twice as small as in the classical two-beam SI. This generates a pattern with a lateral period twice as large as the one generated by two-beam illumination. To preserve the lateral resolution enhancement of SI while gaining axial localization information, this pattern has to be eliminated. Twenty-seven images are thus required when Fig. 1 . Schematic of the illumination system. The excitation laser beam passes through a beam expander (not shown) and is reflected by a programmable diffractive optical element (DOE). The diffraction angles are adapted to the microscope pupil diameter with a 3.7ϫ telescope (TL1, TL2). A programmable diaphragm and a phase shifter (DOE) are placed in the Fourier plane of the first lens. The periscope (M) directs the selected beams through the microscope tube lens (ML1), and the beams are focused on the back focal plane (FP) of the microscope objective lens. The signal is recovered by epifluorescence and directed to a CCD camera using a dichroic filter (DF) and the camera tube lens (ML2). using three beams: nine images, as in the standard two-beam configuration [11] , for three different axial positions of the illumination. The axial localization accuracy is also not as much enhanced as in twoobjective setups, because the angles between interfering plane waves is not 180°but at most one half of the objective angular aperture. Then the relative weight of the three beams must be carefully adjusted to obtain a good contrast. This last requirement makes the use of programmable diffractive optical elements mandatory to tune the grating properties. The acquisition rate is limited to 2 Hz for a 27 image set by the refresh rate of the two programmable diffractive optical elements, which is limited to 60 Hz. In the case where three plane waves are made to interfere inside the sample, for a given lateral position of the diffraction grating, the field intensity has the form
where ␣ is the ratio between the zeroth-order amplitude and the +1 or −1 order amplitude, 2p x and p z are the lateral and axial periods, x is the lateral position offset of the grating, and z is the phase shift applied to the zeroth order to move the illumination structure in the axial direction. Denoting by n the immersion medium refraction index, by 0 the excitation wavelength, and by u the +1 and −1 orders of incidence angle, we have
The illumination pattern has two contributions: a term with a lateral period p x and no axial dependency, which gives rise to lateral superresolution (SR), and a term with a lateral period 2p x and a cosine axial dependency. For a given value of x , the p x term can be isolated by summing three images with three different illumination axial positions corresponding to z = ͓−2 /3,0,2 /3͔. In the general case, the axial position of an object inside this structure can be obtained by taking three images with three different phase shifts applied to the zeroth order. If the phases shifts are ͕−␤ ,0,␤͖ and the corresponding three images noted ͕I −1 , I 0 , I 1 ͖, the following combination permits extraction of axial position of the object:
This three-image algorithm has already been used for improving the axial localization in optical microscopes [16] . The value of ␤ is usually fixed to 2 / 3 for preserving lateral SR. To verify the ability of our setup to preserve lateral SR, we compared an image field calculated with a 27-image set recorded using three-beam illumination, to a nine-image set taken using only two beams, for which we simply blocked the zeroth-order beam. The results, presented in Fig  2, show that the lateral resolution enhancement is unaffected by the presence of the third beam: the resolution enhancement is 1.8 with two beams and 1.9 using three beams. This result, as well as all the following ones, was obtained using a 488 nm excitation laser and a NA= 1.2 water immersion objective lens, and u was chosen so p z = 1.7 m and p x = 390 nm. To obtain the axial localization using Eq. (3) the three images can be acquired either by moving the sample or the objective, or by axially translating the illumination pattern, in which case the sample and the objective are fixed. Nearly all setups aiming at obtaining axial localization, with the exception of four-pi setups, employ the first solution [14] [15] [16] . The latter solution has many advantages, because the object point-spread function (PSF) remains unchanged during the 27-image set acquisition; only the excitation intensity changes. This allows one to perform a pixelby-pixel combination of images and makes the axial localization independent of the sampling of the PSF on the CCD. This differs fundamentally from other axial localization approaches where the axial structure of the object PSF is probed, which requires one to sample the PSF on many pixels and thus reduces the microscope field of view. As the axial localization is independent on the PSF shape, it is independent on the axial position of the object under the microscope objective. We verified the insensitivity of our setup to the sample position by computing the relative axial position of two spatially well-separated fluorescent spheres for two positions of the sample. The two sample positions were separated by 2 m, larger than the objective depth of field. The result is Fig. 4 we present the measurements of a fluorescent sphere axial coordinate as a function of the sample position. We arbitrarily fixed the z = 0 plane position and measured the sphere axial coordinate using Eq. (3). We then moved the sample and measured the new sphere axial position. For a 2 m displacement the estimated position exhibits a difference of 100 nm. Within one axial modulation period the object axial position error is smaller than 50 nm, which represents 3% of the axial illumination period. The SNR in each image induces uncertainty in the evaluation of z / p z , but the uncertainty is independent of p z . In the case where the illumination's full NA is used and the SNR is preserved in each image, the axial period should decrease to p z = 645 nm and the axial position error is expected to be 20 nm.
We have presented a simple way to encode the axial position of fluorescent objects by producing axially SI in a wide field microscope while preserving lateral SR. This axial coding allows one to measure the relative axial position of fluorescent objects inside a layer in which the thickness p z is adjusted by the angle of incidence u of the illumination beams. For moderate SNR the axial position error is less than 5% of this layer thickness. 
